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Coalescing binary black hole (BBH) systems can be classified into non-spinning, aligned-spin and precessing
systems based on the orientation of the individual black-hole (BH) spins, with the impact of spins present on
the gravitational waveforms for each. Waveform models built for inference of source parameters have several
in-built approximations that could induce biases on the measured source parameters. In current precessing
IMRPhenom and SEOBNR waveform models, systems with the same spin magnitude but varying orientation of
spins projected on the orbital plane (in-plane spin) are effectively mapped to the same system (bar an overall
phase change) and the asymmetry due to precession between the +m and −m modes is not modelled. In this
study, we investigate the validity of these approximations by generating numerical relativity (NR) simulations
of single-spin NR systems with varying in-plane spin directions (including several superkick configurations)
and provide an estimate of the SNR at which the effect of varying in-plane spin directions would be measurable.
This is done computing the noise-weighted inner produce (match) between these waveforms and using these
match values to estimate the distinguishability SNR. We also use NR waveforms with different spin magnitudes
to compare the measurability of spin magnitude vs. in-plane spin direction. We find that the in-plane spin
direction could be measurable at SNRs accessible by current generation detectors, with the distinguishability
SNR of varying in-plane spins comparable to or lower than varying the in-plane spin magnitude. We then
remove the mode-asymmetry content from the waveforms and find that, i) removing mode-asymmetry increases
the SNR at which in-plane spin direction can be measured and ii) not modelling mode-asymmetry will lead to
measurement biases. The SNRs that we see at which the in-plane spins would be measurable and at which mode-
asymmetric content impacts the measurements are the SNRs at which precession would be measurable [1],
and we therefore conclude that modelling in-plane spin direction and mode-asymmetry effects is necessary for
unbiassed measurements of precession.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of the Advanced LIGO [2] and Virgo [3]
gravitational-wave detectors in 2015, there have been 17 con-
firmed detections of binary-black-hole (BBH) mergers and
one binary-neutron-star merger [4–10]. The BBH observa-
tions have begun to reveal the astrophysical rate of black-
hole mergers, and the astrophysical distribution of black-hole
masses and spins [11]. To measure the binary’s properties the
detector data are compared against a set of theoretical model
waveforms. The accuracy of the measured parameters de-
pends not only on the details of the source, the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and parameter degeneracies, but also on the ac-
curacy of the waveform models. Two families of waveform
models, IMRPhenom [12–15] and SEOBNR [16–20], were used
to calculate the reported parameters during the first two ob-
servation runs. Both rely on several physical approximations.
In this paper we test the validity and impact of some of those
approximations. (Note that a complementary study [21] con-
siders the impact of several other modelling assumptions.)
Binary-black-hole inspiral is the result of orbital energy and
angular momentum loss through gravitational radiation. If
the radiation from a binary is decomposed into spin-weighted
spherical harmonics, −2Y`m(θ, φ), the signal is dominated by
the “quadrupole” contribution in the ` = 2 harmonics. Grav-
itational waves also carry linear momentum, and for non-
spinning or aligned-spin binaries (where the black-hole spins
Si are parallel to the orbital angular momentum, L, so that
L × Si = 0), the resultant recoil of the center-of-mass within
the orbital plane is manifest in the signal through interplay be-
tween different multipoles; see, for example, Ref. [22]. Cur-
rent aligned-spin binary waveform models that include higher
multipoles capture all of these physical effects, with varying
degrees of accuracy, Ref. [13, 17, 23]. In generic binaries,
where the spins are mis-aligned with the orbital angular mo-
mentum, the orbital plane and spins precess during the inspi-
ral. Generic binaries also radiate linear momentum perpen-
dicular to the orbital plane. This effect, which shows up in
the GW signal through an asymmetry between the +m and
−m multipoles, is not present in current precessing SEOB [24]
and Phenom [25] models. Although these models include the
spin directions while computing the precession angles, the ef-
fect of varying spin-directions on the full waveforms remains
un-modelled due to the use of the corresponding aligned-spin
waveform in the co-precessing frame. Our goal is to make a
first estimate of the effect of these omissions on GW source
parameter measurements.
We begin by describing in more detail the phenomenology
of BBH systems, and the construction of generic-binary wave-
form models.
A BBH system undergoing non-eccentric inspiral can be
characterised by eight parameters, the individual masses (mi),
and the components of the two spin vectors (Si), specified at
some fiducial point during the inspiral, for example a chosen
orbital frequency. The GW signal is also parameterised by the
binary’s sky-position (α, δ), inclination (ι), coalescence phase
(φc), distance (dL), polarisation (ψ) and time of arrival (tc) at
the detector. As noted above, the complex GW strain can be
decomposed into spin-weighed spherical harmonics as,
h(t, θ, φ) = h+(t) − ih×(t) =
∑
`,m
h`m(t) −2Y`m(θ, φ), (1)
where (θ, φ) give the position of the observer on a sphere cen-
tred on the centre-of-mass of the binary.
Based on the black-hole (BH) spin configurations, coalesc-
ing BBH systems with spins can be considered to be either:
• Aligned-Spin: The BH spins are parallel or anti-
parallel to L, so L × Si = 0, where i = 1, 2 for each
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2BH. From the symmetries of the system, the BHs orbit
in a fixed plane, i.e., the direction of the orbital angular
momentum Lˆ remains fixed. In the frame where Lˆ ‖ zˆ,
symmetry also implies that
h`,m = (−1)`h∗`,−m, (2)
and that any linear momentum emission is perpendic-
ular to L; although the orientation of the orbital plane
remains fixed, the center-of-mass can recoil within this
plane.
• Precessing: One or both BHs have non-zero spin com-
ponents perpendicular to Lˆ. We denote the parallel
components by S‖i and the perpendicular components
by S⊥i . The presence of S
⊥
i causes the orbital plane to
precess over the course of the coalescence. This leads
to modulations of the amplitude and phase of the wave-
form. Emission of linear momentum is now also possi-
ble perpendicular to the orbital plane, which breaks the
symmetry of Eq. (2) between the ±m multipoles.
As was shown in previous studies [26–28], a precessing
waveform can be decomposed into the waveform as observed
in a co-precessing frame, hCP, and a time- or frequency-
dependent rotation that describes the precessional dynamics.
The rotation can be expressed in terms of three Euler angles,
(α, β, γ), and the ` = 2 modes of the precessing-binary wave-
form hP constructed as
hP2m = e
imα
∑
m′
e−im
′d2mm′ (β) h
CP
2m′ , (3)
where d2mm′ denote the ` = 2 Wigner-d matrices. In the
current precessing models (IMRPhenom and SEOBNR), the
co-precessing-frame waveform is based on an underlying
non-precessing-binary model (with some modifications), and
this procedure preserves its orbital-plane symmetry, Eq. (2).
These models therefore do not include the ±m mode asymme-
try of full precessing-binary waveforms.
The magnitude and direction of the out-of-plane angular
momentum loss p˙‖ (and therefore the level of mode asym-
metry) is related to the angles between the in-plane spins S⊥i
and the separation vector between the two black holes nˆ, as
most easily seen in the PN treatment in Sec. III.E of Ref. [29].
During one orbit the spin directions change little, so p˙‖ oscil-
lates approximately on the orbital timescale. In the “twisted-
up” models described above, this effect is not present, and an
overall rotation of the spin(s) in the orbital plane introduces
only an offset in the precession angle α, which is degenerate
with the azimuthal angle, φ, since it enters the spin-weighted
spherical harmonics as eimφ. The model waveforms are there-
fore degenerate with respect to a constant rotation of the in-
plane spins, while true waveforms include an additional effect
that varies sinusoidally with respect to this spin rotation.
Out of plane recoil in the context of mode asymmetries has
been discussed in NR simulations in [30], and further illus-
tration of the effect in GW signals is shown in [21]. Ear-
lier studies on in-plane effects on waveforms and/or mode-
asymmetries for precessing systems include [31–33].
In this study, we investigate the effects of varying the
in-plane spin direction for single-spin precessing NR wave-
forms for a given combination of mass-ratio and spin. We
also consider the special case of the “super-kick” configura-
tion [30, 34, 35]: these are equal-spin configurations where
the spins lie entirely in the orbital plane, and S1 = −S2. Due
to the symmetry of this configuration, the orbital plane does
not precess, but does bob up and down due to linear momen-
tum loss, making this an especially clean system for the study
of mode asymmetry. We choose these configurations to esti-
mate the importance of mode-asymmetric content on param-
eter measurements. Using the waveform with in-plane spin
aligned to the position vector as a proxy template, we com-
pute matches against systems with other in-plane spin direc-
tions. Using a relationship between the match value and SNR
at which two signals are distinguishable, we provide an es-
timate of the SNR at which mode asymmetries will impact
parameter measurements. We also use a selection of wave-
forms with the same spin direction as the proxy template but
with differing in-plane spin magnitude to estimate the relative
strength of the effect of varying spin direction versus varying
spin magnitude.
The paper is organised as follows. Sec. II provides details
of the simulations generated for this study,. Sec. III A and
Sec. III B discuss the computation of precessing matches and
the connection between the match and detectable SNR respec-
tively. The setup for the study is explained in Sec. IV with the
results in Sec. V. The conclusions we draw from this work,
and some of its limitations and potential future extensions, are
discussed in Sec. VI.
II. NR WAVEFORMS
For this study, a set of 12 new NR simulations were per-
formed with the BAM code [36, 37]. Configurations are de-
fined by the mass ratio, q = m2/m1, where we choose the
convention m2 > m1, and the spin vectors specified at the start
of the simulation, Si. In the unequal-mass simulations, only
the larger black hole is spinning, so that S1 = 0. For these
simulations we can completely specify the spin direction at
the beginning of the simulation by two angles, i) the angle be-
tween the spin vector and angular momentum vector, which
we call θS L, and ii) the angle between the separation vec-
tor (~n) and the projection of spin onto the orbital plane (S⊥i ),
which we call φSn. The codes available for initial data gener-
ation did not allow for user specified (θS L, φSn) values and so
a novel method was developed for obtaining the required ini-
tial data for single-spin precessing systems. We describe the
initial data generation method in Section: II A and provide the
details of the simulations in Section: II B.
A. Initial data generation
For this study, we required singe-spin precessing NR wave-
forms with user specified (θS L, φSn) at a given reference fre-
quency Mωorb. Over the course of inspiral, the spin vectors
of a precessing system oscillate about a mean value with the
oscillation frequency increasing as system nears merger [38].
An iterative method was required to ensure the required spin
direction at the given reference frequency. The code used for
solving the PN equations was one which was used for BAM
NR waveforms as used in [26, 39, 40]. The method developed
for initial data generation is as below. The PN evolution is
started in the ~J aligned to zˆ frame with ~L being the Newtonian
3Config q ~S 2 ~r = D/M ~p = ~p1 − ~p2 ωstart( f M) φSn θS L
q1a08p0sk 1 (0, -0.799, -0.001) ( 0, 11.623, 0) (-0.174, -0.001, 0) 0.0225 0 pi/2
q1a08p90sk 1 (0.7999, 0, -0.0012) ( 0, 11.623, 0) (-0.174, -0.001, 0) 0.0225 pi/2 pi/2
q1a08p180sk 1 (0, 0.7999, -0.0012) ( 0, 11.623, 0) (-0.174, -0.001, 0) 0.0225 pi pi/2
q1a08p270sk 1 (-0.7999, 0, -0.0012) ( 0, 11.623, 0) (-0.174, -0.001, 0) 0.0225 3pi/2 pi/2
q2a07p0 2 (-0.001, 0.699, 0.006) ( 0., 10.810, 0. ) (-0.105, -0.001, 0.123) 0.025 0 pi/2
q2a07p90 2 (-0.451, -0.005, 0.535) ( 0., 10.810, 0. ) (-0.105, -0.001, 0.123) 0.025 pi/2 pi/2
q2a07p180 2 (0.006, -0.699, -0.002) ( 0., 10.810, 0. ) (-0.105, -0.001, 0.123) 0.025 pi pi/2
q2a07p270 2 (0.448, -0.005, -0.537) ( 0., 10.810, 0. ) (-0.105, -0.001, 0.123) 0.025 3pi/2 pi/2
q4a08p0 4 (0.0007, 0.799, -0.005) ( 0. , 11.486, 0. ) (-0.111, -0.0004, 0.014) 0.0225 0 pi/2
q4a08p90 4 (-0.793, 0, 0.099) ( 0. , 11.486, 0. ) (-0.111, -0.0005, 0.014) 0.0225 pi/2 pi/2
q4a08p180 4 (-0.0007, -0.799, -0.005) ( 0. , 11.486, 0. ) (-0.111, -0.0004, 0.014) 0.0225 pi pi/2
q4a08p270 4 (0.792, 0, -0.110) ( 0. , 11.486, 0. ) (-0.111, -0.0005, 0.0147) 0.0225 3pi/2 pi/2
q4a04p0 4 (-0.001, 0.399, -0.00007) ( 0. , 11.486, 0. ) (-0.111, -0.0004, 0.014) 0.0299 0 pi/2
q2a04p0 2 (-0.00008, 0.3999, -0.0008) ( 0. , 11.6299, 0. ) (-0.153, -0.0009, 0.015) 0.0224 0 pi/2
q2a08p0 2 (0.0005, 0.799, -0.003) ( 0. , 11.5709, 0. ) (-0.153, -0.0009, -0.0243) 0.023 0 pi/2
Table I. Table of NR simulations used for this study. From left to right, the columns show the name of the simulation, the mass-ratio of the
system, value of the spin on the larger black hole at the reference frequency, the separation between the black holes at the reference frequency,
the total momenta of the system at the reference frequency, the reference frequency at which the simulation starts, and the values of the φSn
and θS L angles respectively. For the q = 1 series, note that S2 = −S1.
angular momentum.
The angle between the spin vector and angular momentum
vector, (θS L), varies not more than∼ 1◦ over the inspiral phase.
Hence, once (θS L) is specified, further iteration is not required
To obtain the required φSn, the algorithm goes through the fol-
lowing steps:
Step 1:
This step consists of two iterations.
Iteration 1: Initially, both the BHs are placed along the x-
axis with a given separation, the orbital plane is the x-y plane,
and the initial spin (Sini) parallel to nˆ. The spin vector is then
rotated to obtain the required θS L and the PN evolution code
is run until Mωorb is reached. We record the time when the
specified orbital frequency is reached (t0), the value of φSn(t)
at t0 [φSn(t0)], the closest time to t0 at which φSn(t) = φ
target
Sn ,
which is denoted t1, and finally the relative frequency error
(ωerr) between the orbital frequencies at t0 and t1. If, at this
iteration, φSn at t0 is not φ
target
Sn or if ωerr is larger than a pre-
specified threshold (ωFerr), the value of φ
t1
Sn is recorded; we call
this φ1Sn. Each iteration hence also stores the value φ
t0,i
Sn . For
these simulations, we use ωFerr = 1%
Iteration 2: During iteration 2, Sini is rotated to obtain the
required θS L and then further rotated by (−φ1Sn) about the z-
axis, and then the PN solver is again run. If the conditions
specified in Iteration 1 are met (ωerr < ωFerr & φ
t1
Sn = φ
target
Sn )
then the parameters at t1 are recorded. If not, we would ideally
simply repeat the process. However, since φSn changes on the
(rapid) orbital timescale, the value of φSn at the NR reference
frequency is very sensitive to the choice at the beginning of the
PN evolution, and so this procedure is not well-conditioned to
fine-tune φSn. We instead proceed to Step Two, and store the
value of φt1Sn of this iteration as φ
2
Sn.
Step 2: Depending on the parameters, this step can consist
of one or multiple iterations. For each iteration, Sini is rotated
to obtain the required θS L and then by the specified −φrot about
zˆ.
Iteration 3: For each iteration hence, we define a angle
correction parameter, φcorr. ωerr − ωFerr gives an idea of how
close we are to the required initial parameters and value of
φcorr is based on that. If, ωerr −ωFerr > 12ωFerr, then φcorr = 10o,
else φcorr = 5o and then φrot = φ2Sn +φcorr. Using these angles,
the spin is rotated and PN solver is run. Again, the value of
φt1Sn of this iteration as φ
3
Sn.
Iteration n> 3 : First, we check if φ3Sn > φ
2
Sn. If so, the
initial spin is being rotated in the wrong direction and for each
subsequent iteration, φrot = φ2Sn − (n − 3) × φcorr, if not, φrot =
φ2Sn+(n−2)×φcorr. Thus, we brute force the initial direction of
Sini until the required direction of S is obtained at the reference
frequency.
To apply this procedure with a higher tolerance, one should
reduce φcorr in subsequent iterations. For the simulations pro-
duced here, no more than two or three iterations in Step Two
were required.
B. Details of the Simulations
The simulations are split into three sets based on the mass-
ratio of the system: q = 2, q = 4 and a super-kick series at
q = 1.
The q = 2 series is a set of four q = 2 NR waveforms with a
total in-plane spin of dimensionless magnitude χ2 = S 2/m22 =
0.7, with θS L = pi/2 and φSn = (0, pi/2, pi, 3pi/2). For the q = 4
series we use χ2 = 0.8 and the same (θS L, φSn) configurations
as for the q = 2 series.
The q = 1 simulations are two-spin systems in the “super-
kick” configuration, where both black holes are spinning, with
equal and opposite in-plane spins of χi = 0.8. The super-kick
configurations are non-precessing and due to the symmetry of
the system, the final recoil is along ±zˆ.
For the simulation names, the following convention is used:
q(mass-ratio of system)a(total spin of system)p(value of φSn),
following which, the first simulation in the q = 2 series is
q2a07p0. The angle, θS L, between Lˆ and Sˆ is always pi/2
for these systems, i.e., S‖i = 0. For the q = 1 series wave-
forms, remember that the total spin satisfies S1 + S2 = 0,
4but we follow the above naming convention naming with ”sk”
in subscript for simplicity. We also use three extra NR sim-
ulations with different total in-plane spin values (with same
θS L and φSn = 0), which are used as comparison cases, and
were produced as part of the waveform catalogue presented in
Ref. [41].
Initial momenta consistent with low-eccentricity inspiral
were estimated using the PN/EOB evolution code described
in Refs. [39, 40, 42]. We perform a short simulation of less
than 1000M duration, and estimate the eccentricity from the
co-ordinate separation, as given in Eq. (3) of Ref. [43]. For the
q = 2 and q = 1 series, the eccentricities were all < 5 × 10−3,
and we used the same initial momenta for production simula-
tions. For the q = 4 configurations, however, further eccen-
tricity reduction was required.
Ref. [42] describes an efficient procedure to further reduce
eccentricity for non-precessing binaries. For the precessing
simulations used here, we adopted a simpler procedure: we
performed a series of simulations with momenta increased or
reduced by multiples of 0.1%, until an eccentricity below our
threshold was obtained. For the q4a08p0 configuration, the
original momenta estimate was reduced by 0.1%, and for the
q4a08p90 configuration it was increased by 0.25%. Note that
the eccentricity for a system with φSn → φSn ± pi has the same
value.
For the q = 2 series, once the parameters for the φSn =
0 configuration were obtained, the parameters for the other
simulations in the series were obtained simply by rotating the
initial spin in the plane; the resulting eccentricities were all
within our tolerance. For the q = 4 and q = 1 series, however,
the initial-parameter code was run separately for each value of
φSn.
BAM’s mesh-refinement scheme is constructed as de-
scribed in Refs. [36, 37]. In particular, a nested set of boxes
centred on each black hole. For each simulation in this se-
ries, the boxes around the BHs consisted of 80 points in each
direction, with a grid-spacing on the finest level of m1/56,
m1/36 and m1/44 for the q = 1, q = 2 and q = 4 series re-
spectively. Further details of the grid setups are provided in
Ref. [41]. For two of the cases (q2a07p0 and q2a07p90), we
performed higher-resolution runs with 96-point boxes, and a
finest-level resolution of m1/48. Using these two waveforms,
we computed the match between the different resolution runs
over a range of (θ, φ) values (see Eq. (1)) using only the l = 2
modes (as these are the modes used throughout the paper).
We find that over the range of (θ, φ) values considered, we ob-
tain matches of ∼ 0.9995 - 0.99995. This shows that using
the 96 point runs will not qualitatively change our results, but
we will discuss this in more detail in Sec. IV; see discussion
pertaining to Fig. 1.
III. ANALYSIS METHODS
This section provides the details of the match computation
procedure employed for computing matches between the var-
ious precessing waveforms and the connection between the
match and the SNR at which the template and signal can be
distinguished from each other. This is the primary method we
use to interpret the results in Sec. V.
A. Match computations
For the given physical system (with fixed intrinsic param-
eters), the detector response is uniquely determined by the
systems sky-position, inclination (ι), coalescence-phase (φc),
polarisation (ψ) and time of arrival (tc). The degree of agree-
ment between two gravitational waveforms can be ascertained
by computing the match,M, between the two waveforms. A
value of M = 1 implies the waveforms are in perfect agree-
ment. The smaller the the value ofM, the larger the disagree-
ment between the two waveforms. The match computation we
give follows Appendix B of Ref. [38].
For a GW source directly overhead the detector, i.e.,
(α, δ) = (0, 0), the real valued detector response (hdet(t, ~λ)),
in terms of the two gravitational wave polarisations is,
hdet(t, ~λ) = h+cos(2ψ) + h×sin(2ψ) = Re
[
h(t, ~λ)e2iψ
]
, (4)
with h+ and h× as defined in Eq. (1). Here, due to (α, δ) =
(0, 0), the individual detector response depends only on ψ.
A Fourier transform of the detector response gives us the
frequency domain response, which can be written as,
hdet( f , ~λ) =
1
2
[
h( f )e2iψ + h∗(− f )e−2iψ
]
. (5)
The match between two waveforms, a signal waveform,
h˜s( f , ~λ), and template waveform, h˜t( f , ~λ′), is given by the
noise-weighted inner product between the two,
M(h˜s( f , ~λ), h˜t( f , ~λ′)) =
〈
h˜s( f )|h˜t( f )
〉
, (6)
where the noise-weighted inner product is defined as,
< a|b >= 4Re
[∫ ∞
−∞
a˜( f )b˜∗( f )
S n(| f |) d f
]
. (7)
Combining Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) gives us the inner product
between two waveforms as,〈
h˜s( f )|h˜t( f )
〉
= Re
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜s( f )h˜∗t ( f )
S n(| f |) e
2i(ψ−σ)d f +
Re
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜s( f )h˜t(− f )
S n(| f |) e
2i(ψ+σ)d f ,
(8)
where ψ and σ are the polarisation values of the signal and
template, respectively. We can rewrite Eq. (8) as,〈
h˜s( f )|h˜t( f )
〉
= Re
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜∗t ( f )e−2iσ
S n(| f |)
[
h˜s( f )e2iψ + h˜∗s(− f )e−2iψ
]
.
(9)
As we want to compute the normalized matches, we first
need to obtain the norm of the signal waveform. Using Eq. (8),
||h˜s( f , ~λ′)||2 = Re
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜s( f )h˜∗s( f )
S n(| f |) d f +
Re
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜s( f )h˜s(− f )
S n(| f |) e
4i(ψ)d f .
(10)
Now, we need the normalized match optimized over tem-
plate polarisation. To do that, we first define a few quantities,
N1 =
∫ ∞
−∞
|h˜t( f )|2
S n(| f |) d f , N2e
iσn =
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜t( f )h˜t(− f )
S n(| f |) d f . (11)
5Using the form of Eq. (10) and the terms from Eq. (11), the
template norm can be written as,
|h˜t( f )|2 = N1 + N2cos(σn + 4σ). (12)
Next, we define,
Meiσm =
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜∗t ( f )
S n(| f |)
[
h˜s( f )e2iψ + h˜∗s(− f )e−2iψ
]
, (13)
which allows us to rewrite Eq. (9) as,〈
h˜s( f )|h˜t( f )
〉
= Mcos(σm − 2σ). (14)
Using the above definitions, we can write the normalized
match maximised over template polarisation as,
max
σ
〈 ˜hs( f )
|| ˜hs( f )||
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ˜ht( f )|| ˜ht( f )||
〉
= max
σ
M
|| ˜hs( f )||
cos(σm − 2σ)√
N1 + N2cos(σn + 4σ)
=
M
|| ˜hs( f )||
√
N1 − N2cos(σn + 2σm)
N21 − N22
.
(15)
Given a template and signal waveform with given signal
polarisation, Eq. (15) gives the match optimized over template
polarisation.
B. Confidence intervals from match values
Let the detector data d(t) with noise n(t) have a signal
h(t, ~λ0) present, giving us,
d(t) = h(t, ~λ0) + n(t), (16)
where ~λ0 is the vector of source parameters.
Any GW signal h(t, ~λ) with ~λ ∼ ~λ0 can be Taylor expanded
in terms of parameters,
h(t, ~λ) = h(t, ~λ0) + λi∂ih(t), (17)
with ∂ih(t) being the partial derivative of h(t) w.r.t parameter
λi.
Given the detector data and a waveform template, we can
write the likelihood for a given set of ~λ as,
p(d|~λ) ∝ exp
−
〈
d(t) − h(t, ~λ)
∣∣∣∣ d(t) − h(t, ~λ)〉
2
 . (18)
Substituting Eq. (16) for d(t) and Eq. (17) for h(t, ~λ) in
Eq. (18), and keeping terms up to first order in λi,
p(d|~λ) ∝ exp
{
−〈n(t)|n(t)〉
2
+ λi 〈n|∂ih(t)〉 − λiλ j
〈
∂ih(t)|∂ jh(t)
〉}
.
(19)
Given a likelihood, within Bayesian analysis, the posterior
probability is,
p(~λ|d(t)) ∝ p(d|~λ)p(~λ), (20)
where p(~λ) is the prior over the parameters, which can be
assumed to be flat for detectable signals. The flat prior as-
sumption, although not physically motivated, is a reasonable
approximation as the likelihood function would be highly
peaked in a very small region of the full parameter space.
Once we have a posterior distribution, we can define a re-
gion in parameter space (Θ) that contains a given probability
p of the posterior distribution,
p =
∫
Θ
dλp(~λ|d). (21)
Such confidence intervals can be computed by obtaining the
posteriors from a full parameter estimation computation, but
here we will derive the confidence intervals within the Fisher
matrix approximation.
Before computing the confidence intervals, we would like
to point out the expressions for mean (< λi >) and variance
(< λiλ j >) of given parameters,
< λi > =
∫
dλp(~λ|d(t)) =
〈
∂ih|∂ jh
〉−1 〈
n|∂ jh
〉
, (22)
< λiλ j > =
〈
∂ih|∂ jh
〉−1
. (23)
Using the above expressions along with Eq. (19) and the
assumption of a flat prior, we can re-express the posterior dis-
tribution Eq. (20) as,
p(~λ|d(t)) ∝ exp
{
−1
2
〈λi− < λi >〉
〈
∂ih|∂ jh
〉 〈
λ j− < λ j >
〉}
∼ exp
{
−1
2
〈
|h(~λ) − h(< ~λ >)|2
〉}
.
(24)
The region that contains a given probability p of the poste-
rior distribution is the one where,
|h(~λ) − h(< ~λ >)|2 < χ2k(1 − p), (25)
where χ2k(1 − p) is the chi-square value wherein there is prob-
ability (1 − p) of obtaining the given value or larger with k
being the number of dimensions for the problem.
For two waveforms close to each other in the parameter
space, i.e., for h1( ~λ1) and h2( ~λ2) with ~λ1 ∼ ~λ2, and. |h1|2 ∼
|h2|2 ∼ ρ2 with ρ being the SNR of the signal:
|h1( ~λ1) − h2( ~λ2)|2 = 2|h1|2
[
1 − 〈h1|h2〉|h1||h2|
]
∼ 2ρ2[1 −M]. (26)
This gives a condition on confidence intervals in terms of
match values as,
M[h1, h2] ≥ 1 −
χ2k(1 − p)
2ρ2
. (27)
Two waveforms would be distinguishable from each other
if the posteriors recovered for the two have different confi-
dence intervals. So, given a match value, the above gives us
a condition for the SNR at which the waveforms would be
distinguishable,
ρ ≥
√
χ2k(1 − p)
2(1 −M) . (28)
For the systems under consideration, there are a total of 7 pa-
rameters which can be varied and hence, k = 7. At k = 7 for
90% confidence intervals, χ2k(1 − p) = 12.02.
6Figure 1. The left, middle and right columns show ρc for signals q1a08p180sk, q2a07p180, and q4a08p180 respectively, as seen by templates
q1a08p0sk, q2a07p0 and q4a08p0, across the signal θ space. For each signal θ, the match is computed with the template at θ + pi, over a range
of φ values, and the black, dashed-red and blue lines show the minimum, mean and maximum match (ρc) across the φ space. We observe a
larger variation of ρc for the q = 2 and q = 4 cases as compared to the q = 1 due to presence of non-zero subdominant modes, (l,m) = (2,1),
(2,0) and (2,-1). As mentioned in Sec. II, the matches between 80 and 96 point runs were ∼ 0.9995 - 0.99995, which translates to ρc ∼ 110 -
350, with the lower matches near θ ∼ pi/2 and higher matches towards θ ∼ 0, pi. Hence, all results should be accurate up to ρc ∼ 110 within
NR accuracy. Note that the initial data for q = 4 series were obtained individually and hence have slightly different momenta, which is one of
the reasons for their low ρc.
The above discussion was as given in Ref. [44], although
previous studies [45–49] have used similar definitions to de-
termine the distinguishability/accuracy requirements of gravi-
tational waveforms. As was pointed out in [50], the equality in
Eq: 28 is a sufficient, but not always a necessary condition, to
determine the accuracy between two waveforms. If the above
condition is not satisfied, biases may arise during parameter
inference and so, the above equality is a conservative estimate
of accuracy requirements.
IV. SETUP
To reiterate, the aim of this study is to investigate the distin-
guishability of systems with varying directions of the in-plane
spin and the impact of mode-asymmetry on the same. To do
that, we will use the φSn = 0 system from each of the q = 1,
q = 2 and q = 4 series of NR simulations as the proxy tem-
plate and use the other waveforms in each series as the signal
waveforms. For the match computations, the signal is recom-
posed from only the ` = 2 modes using Eq. (1) and Eq. (4).
Each signal is uniquely defined by its inclination (θs), phase
(φs) and polarisation (ψs) 1. For each unique signal, the match
is maximised over the template (θt, φt, ψt). A total mass of
100M is used for both signals and templates and the match
is computed with ( fmin, fmax) ∈ (20, 600) Hz for the results
presented in Section: IV and Section: V A.
For the results below, the signals (θs, φs) are isotropically
distributed over a sphere with 30 points in θs and 25 points
in φs. For each signal (θs, φs), we choose four values of
ψs ∈ [0, pi/2) and then maximise the match over the template
(θt, φt, ψt). The match maximisation procedure goes through
the following four steps,
• Isotropically grid the template (θt, φt) space over the
sphere with 41 points in θt and 81 points in φt.
1 Note that we are considering the sky-position of the system to be exactly
overhead the detector. Hence the angles (θ, φ) can be interpreted as the
inclination and phase w.r.t the detector.
Figure 2. Blue lines show the differences in the β Euler-angle (in
radians) between the φSn = 0, pi/2 systems for q = 2 (upper panel)
and q = 4 (lower panel) series. Red lines show the same for the φSn =
0, pi systems. For both systems, ∆β is small during late-inspiral, with
the majority of differences arising near merger.
• For each value of template θti , we compute the match
across template φtj. For each (θ
t
i , φ
t
j) combination, the
code gives the match optimized over template ψt.
• For each θti , the match is interpolated over the φtj values,
from which the maximum match over φt for each θti is
obtained.
• Thus, we get a set of match values across the template
θti values, which are then interpolated to obtain the max-
imum match over template (θt, φt, ψt).
The choice of 41×81 grid for the template waveforms for
match maximisation was chosen based balancing the i) ac-
curacy of final result and ii) amount of time required for each
match computation. Using some random signal (θ, φ) values,
we found that doubling the grid size changed the results by
less than 5%.
Hence, for each signal system, we have (25×30×4 = 3000)
match values. We also store the optimal SNR for each signal.
In general we wish to know how easily two configurations can
be distinguished for different choices of binary orientation,
7(θ, φ). To average across different choices of signal polari-
sation, ψs, we follow Refs. [15, 51, 52] and average the match
for each (θs, φs) across the signal polarisation ψs by weight-
ing them with their SNR. This approximately accounts for the
likelihood of the signal being detected. This SNR-averaged
match is defined as,
M =
∑i ρ3iM3i∑
i ρ
3
i
1/3 , (29)
where the sum is over all four signal polarisation values. So,
for a given system, we have 750 values of the SNR averaged
match. Using this set of match values and Eq. (28), we can
then estimate the SNR (ρc) at which the proxy template could
be distinguished from the signal.
In subsequent sections we will discuss our distinguishabil-
ity results across each of the configurations in Tab. I, but in
this section we will make some general comments on our re-
sults, and their accuracy.
We calculate the SNR-averaged match over all values of
(θs, φs, ψs), to estimate the average SNR at which two different
configurations could be distinguished. As seen by the φSn = 0
template, the overall average match (M) value with φSn = pi/2
signal for the q = 1, q = 2 and q = 4 systems are 0.9981,
0.9983 and 0.9811 which translate to a ρc of 57, 60 and 17
respectively. Hence, on average, for high-spins, systems with
varying in-plane spin directions can be distinguished at mod-
erate SNRs.
As reported in Sec. II, the matches between the 80- and 96-
point runs (for q2a07p0 and q2a07p90) are ∼0.9995 - 0.99995,
which translates to ρc between 110 and 350. This suggests
that we can identify two waveforms as indistinguishable up to
SNRs of at least 110. We also computed the matches between
the φSn = 0, pi/2 systems using the corresponding 80- and 96-
point waveforms over a range of (θ, φ) values, and found that
the relative error between them is O(0.05%). These numbers
suggest that although we should be cautious when interpret-
ing very large values of ρc, we expect that the qualitative be-
haviour of the matches to remain unchanged with more accu-
rate simulations.
When comparing our NR configurations, we expect a sym-
metry between systems with a φSn difference of pi. An in-
plane spin rotation of pi would correspond to flipping the di-
rection of the out-of-plane recoil, and therefore we would ex-
pect that the signal from a φSn system would be identical to
that from a φSn + pi system if observed from the opposite
side of the orbital plane, i.e., with θ → θ + pi. We verify
this symmetry in Fig. 1, where we plot the ρc across sig-
nal θ for a range of signal φ for which M is computed with
(θtemplate, φtemplate) = (θsignal + pi, φsignal) and the match is opti-
mized only over template ψ. The ρc ≥ 100 for all φSn = pi
signals for the q = 1 and q = 2 systems, with the ρc ≥ 50 for
every value of θsignal for q = 4 system.
We do not observe an exact symmetry (i.e., a mismatch of
zero), because in the q = 1 and q = 4 systems, we did not sim-
ply rotate the spin between each configuration, but instead cal-
culated initial parameters individually for each value of φSn,
so these do not form a one-parameter family. Even when we
have rotated the spin within a series, as in the q = 2 series, we
have not changed the momenta; we would expect even lower
mismatches if the out-of-plane momenta had been reflected in
the orbital plane between the φSn and φSn + pi configurations.
In Fig. 2 we plot the differences in the β Euler angle for
these q = 2 and q = 4 systems. We can see that ∆β ∼ 0 for q =
2, but rises to a few ∼ O(1◦) for q = 4; this is consistent with
our expectation that in the q = 2 series were have constructed
configurations that better represent the symmetry. We note
that in comparing the φSn = 0 and φSn = pi/2 configurations,
there is a clear difference in β during the merger and ringdown.
Similar behaviour is seen for the other Euler angles (α, ).
Fig. 3 shows contour plots the variation of ρc across the
signal (θ, φ) for the q2a07p90 and q4a08p90 signals as seen
by the q2a07p0 and q4a08p0 systems respectively, where the
match at each (θ, φ) point is maximised over template (θ, φ, ψ)
and then averaged over the signal ψ values using Eq. 29 and ρc
is computed using Eq. 28. For the q = 2 system, 20 . ρc . 72,
whereas for the q = 4 system, 11 . ρc . 32. Precession
effects are more pronounced at edge-on than face-on inclina-
tion, so the lower ρc for q2a07p90 at θ ∼ pi/2 is expected. For
q4a08p90, this behaviour seems to reverse (higher ρc at edge-
on compared to face-on). In Sec. V C, we remove the mode-
asymmetry from the waveforms and compute the matches be-
tween the symmetrized waveforms for the φSn = pi/2 signals
as seen by φSn = 0 template. The contour plots from the sym-
metrized waveform results for the q = 4 system show a similar
behaviour as for the q = 2 system, i.e., higher ρc for face-
on/face-off signals vs. edge-on signals. This implies that the
behaviour of ρc across the (θ, φ) space can be strongly affected
by mode-asymmetric content for these q = 4 systems.
We see from Fig. 3 that there is a wide variation in the SNR
at which these configurations would be distinguishable, de-
pending on their orientation to the detector. In some cases,
these signals would be distinguishable at low SNRs, and well
within the SNRs of signals that have already been observed:
the highest BBH SNR to date has been GW150914, with an
SNR of ∼ 24 [53]. To provide a better indication of the frac-
tion of orientations over which these configurations would be
distinguishable, in the following sections we find it more in-
structive to plot the relative percentage of total signals distin-
guishable at a given SNR for a given template (id2)–signal
(id1) combination. So, we compute the quantity,
Γ(ρ) = 100
len(Sid2:id1[ρ < ρc])
len(Sid2:id1) , (30)
where Sid2:id1[ρ < ρc] is the list of SNRs with ρ less than a
given ρc and Sid2:id1 is the list of all the values.
V. RESULTS
We now consider in detail the distinguishability of our NR
configurations.
In Sec V A we compare the full NR waveforms (up to the
` = 2 multipoles). This allows us to identify when configura-
tions with different choices of φSn will be distinguishable, and
to compare this with the effect of changing the in-plane spin
magnitude.
We then attempt to isolate the causes of these differences. In
Sec. V B, we transform the waveforms into the co-precessing
frame (where modes with |m| < 2 ≈ 0) and study the matches
between the waveform with symmetrized (l, |m|) = (2, 2)
modes for φSn ± pi/2 systems. This allows us to estimate
the distinguishability of two waveforms when both preces-
sion and mode-asymmetry effects are muted, due primarily
8Figure 3. The left and right panels show the contour plot of ρc for the signal q2a07p90 and q4a08p90 as seen by template q2a07p0 and q4a08p0
respectively over the signal (θ, φ) values with the label on the right of each plot showing the values of ρc. See text for further discussion.
to small differences in the inspiral rate and merger-ringdown
differences. These co-precessing-frame symmetrized modes
are then transformed back to the inertial frame and Sec. V C
presents the results of analysis with those waveforms. These
results estimate the impact of neglecting mode-asymmetry on
the distinguishability of precessing-binary waveforms.
A. Full waveform analysis
The key results of this work are shown in Fig. 4. In the up-
per panel we plot Γ(ρ) calculated between the φSn = 0 and
φSn = pi/2 simulations, for q = 1, 2, 4. The figure shows
the percentage of signals that will be distinguishable with the
φSn = 0 template below a given SNR. The annotation “Full”
in the legend (and all other plots hence) indicates that we are
using all of the ` = 2 information in the NR waveform in the
inertial frame without symmetrizing the modes.
For the q = 1 super-kick configurations, the detectability
between φSn ± pi/2 systems is due to asymmetric radiation of
gravitational modes. The detectable SNRs for these super-
kick systems, (45 . ρc . 80), are in the possible range of
ground based detectors, but will be rare; we expect less than
one in every hundred signals to have such high SNRs. The
recoil velocities for the q = 1 waveforms used here are ∼ 700
km/s (φSn = 0) and ∼ 2700 km/s (φSn = pi/2). For systems
with lower spins (and hence lower recoil velocities), we can
expect larger values of ρc, meaning that these differences will
be more difficult to measure. These results are consistent with
those presented in Refs. [54, 55].
The ρc for the q = 2 systems with φSn = 0, pi/2 are in the
range of 20 . ρc . 75, and for q = 4 they are 12 . ρc < 35.
Given that GW signals have already been observed with SNRs
as high as 30 [56], and the detection threshold is at an SNR of
approximately 10, these are well within the range of current
ground-based detectors. We emphasize that these results do
not mean we can necessarily measure, for example, the spin
direction at the frequency when the signal enters the detec-
tor’s sensitivity band; this quantity may be degenerate with
other physical properties. However, they do indicate that sys-
Figure 4. Γ(ρ) as defined in Eq. (30). Top panel: q = 1, 2, 4 systems
with φSn differences of pi/2. Lower panel: q = 2, 4 systems with
different spin values. The results for q = 1, q = 2 and q = 4 are
shown in Red, Black and Blue respectively. The solid lines show the
results for systems with φSn differences of pi/2 and the same χp, the
dashed-lines show the results for large χp differences (0.3 for q = 2
and 0.4 for q = 4) with the same φSn, and the dotted-dashed for small
χp differences (0.1 for q = 2) with the same φSn. See text for further
details.
tems with different values of φSn can be distinguished from
each other, and if we do not take into account the effects on
the waveform of varying φSn (as in current Phenom and EOB
models), then these differences will manifest themselves in
biases in at least one physical parameter.
We might expect that the effect of φSn on measurements will
be far smaller than that of the spin magnitude. The lower panel
of Fig. 4 shows that this is not necessarily the case. When
comparing the q = 2 configurations with χp values of 0.7 and
9Figure 5. This plot shows the ρc computed from the match (M) be-
tween the symmetrized QA frame waveforms for the q = 2, q = 4
systems (solid-black, solid-blue respectively) and symmetrized q = 1
waveforms (solid-red), for varying values of the upper cutoff fre-
quency in fmax in the match calculation.
0.8, we find that they will be distinguishable for SNRs in the
range 30 . ρc . 80. A change in the spin of 0.1 is therefore
in general more difficult to distinguish than a change in the in-
plane spin direction of pi/2. A change in the spin magnitude
of 0.3 (between the q = 2 0.7 and 0.4 configurations) is distin-
guishable at SNRs in the range 25 . ρc . 45. As we can see
by comparing with the upper panel, this is comparable to the
distinguishability of a spin rotation of pi/2. In the q = 4 con-
figurations, we see that a spin change of 0.4 (between 0.8 and
0.4) is distinguishable in the SNR range 13 . ρc < 35, again
comparable to what we see for a spin rotation. These results
suggest that the SNRs at which in-plane spin magnitudes be-
come measurable are also the SNRs at which changes in the
waveform due to spin rotations also become measurable. As
noted above, this study cannot tell us which physical measure-
ments will be biassed by models that neglect mode asymme-
tries or changes in the binary dynamics, but our results raise
the possibility that accurate measurements of precessing sys-
tems, i.e., of black-hole spins, will not be possible without the
inclusion of some or all of these effects in waveform models.
For the q = 2 and q = 4 systems with different spin di-
rections, we observe a slight difference in the merger times,
mode-asymmetric content as well as precessional dynamics
(as can be seen from the ∆β plot in Fig: 2). These differences
are the main reason for distinguishability of systems with dif-
ferent spin directions. These effects will become weaker for
lower spins, but one should bear in mind that precession ef-
fects and black-hole spins will also become more difficult to
measure [1]. As such, we expect these results to be largely
independent of spin magnitude. A more important caveat
on these results is that they are restricted to signals of total
mass of 100 M. For lower-mass systems we expect the mode
asymmetries to contribute less to the SNR, and therefore to
have less impact. We leave a study of the impact of mode
asymmetries on parameter measurements to future work.
B. QA frame symmetrized waveform analysis
As mentioned previously, for the q = 2 and q = 4 systems
with different φSn, the mismatches are due not only to differ-
ences in their mode-asymmetric content, but also differences
in the precessional motion (i.e., differences in the (α, β, )
angles) and differences in their inspiral rate. In this section
our aim is to remove as much as possible the precession and
mode-asymmetry effects, and to quantify the impact of all
other effects. We transform the q = 2 and q = 4 waveforms
into the co-precessing frame (specifically, the quadrupole-
aligned, “QA”, frame [26–28]) using Eq. (3). This minimises
modulations due to precession. In this frame the dominant
power is in the (` = 2, |m| = 2) harmonics. We then sym-
metrise these harmonics, to remove the effects of mode asym-
metries. In terms of the QA frame modes (hQAlm ), the symmetric
waveform in the QA frame (hQA,symm22 ) is defined as,
hQA,symm22 =
1
2
(
hQA22 + h
∗QA
2,−2
)
, (31)
where h∗l,m is the complex conjugate of the mode. Using this,
we can define the (2,−2) mode as, hQA,symm2,−2 = h∗QA,symm2,2 , using
the relation h`m = (−1)`h∗`,−m. Doing this for the q = 2 and
q = 4 systems removes the precession modulations and mode-
asymmetry. As the super-kick simulations are non-precessing,
those waveforms are symmetrized in the inertial frame using
Eq. (31).
Matches calculated between symmetrised QA (2, 2) modes
are independent of orientation and polarisation, so the averag-
ing that we performed previously is no longer necessary. Be-
tween the φSn ± pi/2 configurations at mass ratios q = 1, 2, 4,
the indistinguishability SNRs are now 120, 90 and 30, respec-
tively. If we contrast these with the top panel of Fig. 4, we
see that for the q = 2 and q = 4 cases, differences in the
signal phase make a noticeable contribution to the indistin-
guishability SNR. In Fig. 5 we show ρc over a range of fmax
values. Fig. 6 shows the q = 2 series waveforms in time and
frequency domain, to illustrate where these choices of fmax
occur during the binaries’ coalescence. These figures show
that, as we might expect, most of the disagreement between
the waveforms accumulates during merger and ringdown.
These results should be taken with a few caveats. As al-
ready mentioned, for the q = 2 waveforms obtained with 80-
and 96-point resolutions, over the θ space, the match lies be-
tween 0.9995 - 0.99995 which translates to ρc of ∼ 110 - 345.
So, although the QA frame symmetrized matches are close to
the minimum match due to NR uncertainties, over the major-
ity of the θ space, the QA frame symmetrized results should
hold even for more accurate NR waveforms. For the q = 4
system, to obtain the low eccentricity parameters, the mo-
menta between the φSn = 0, pi/2 systems are slightly different,
which could be one of the sources of disagreement between
the QA-frame symmetrized waveforms. However, the simi-
larity of the trends of the match vs fmax for all three systems
indicate that the above results should hold within these uncer-
tainties.
C. Inertial frame symmetrized waveform analysis
We now transform the symmetrized QA frame waveforms
to the inertial frame using Eq. (3) and the corresponding
(α, β, ) angles for each system. This is similar to how cur-
rent waveform models construct the precessing waveforms in
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Figure 6. In the top [bottom] panel, we plot the q2a07p0 (blue) and
q2a07p90 (black) time [frequency] domain QA frame symmetrized
waveforms. For the top panel, the dashed lines show the time at
which the waveform has a specific frequency used as fmax value for
Fig: 5. For the bottom panel, the dashed lines show the position
of that frequency with respect to the frequency domain waveform.
Frequency values of (50, 100, 200, 300, 400) are given in dashed
(red, blue, black, green, gray) lines respectively.
Figure 7. Γ(ρ) for the systems q2a07p90 (solid-black), q2a08p0
(dashed-dotted -black), q2a04p0 (dashed-black) matched with the
q2a07p0 proxy template. The q4a08p90 and q4a04p0 systems
matched with q4a08p0 template are shown by solid-blue and dashed-
blue respectively. The legend naming follows the convention, ”signal
waveform vs template waveform : signal effects vs template effects”,
where ”Symm” means the waveform is symmetrized in the QA frame
and transformed back to inertial frame.
the inertial frame, i.e., they transform a model for the cor-
responding aligned-spin QA frame waveform to the inertial
frame using a model for the precession Euler angles. Using
these waveforms, we perform the same analysis as in Sec. V A
and plot the Γ(ρ) quantity in Fig. 7. Note, that for the q = 1
system, the symmetrized waveform matches will be the same
as presented in Fig. 5 and we will not discuss that system here.
We consider first the two φSn = 0, pi/2 comparisons, which
are for the q = 2 and q = 4 configurations. Between the
symmetrized q2a07 systems, the distinguishability SNR is
Figure 8. Γ(ρ) for the q = 1, q = 2 and q = 4 systems plotted in Red,
Black and Blue respectively. Here, the full waveform φSn = pi/2 sig-
nal and φSn = 0 signal as seen by the symmetrized φSn = 0 template
are shown by the dashed and dotted lines respectively. The legend
naming follows the convention, ”signal simulation vs template sim-
ulation : signal effects vs template effects”, where ”Symm” means
the waveform is symmetrized in QA frame and transformed back to
inertial frame and ”Full” means waveform with both precession and
mode-asymmetry effects.
25 . ρc . 115. Between the symmetrized q4a08 systems,
the distinguishability SNR is 25 . ρc . 60. In both cases,
this is significantly higher than for the full waveforms, and
the range is either side of the value for the symmetrized QA
waveforms. In particular, we see that the presence of asym-
metries makes the q2a07 cases distinguishable at SNRs as low
as 20, and the q4a08 cases distinguishable at SNRs as low as
10, while, if the asymmetries did not exist, they would not be
distinguishable for SNRs lower than ∼30.
If we now consider the distinguishability between configu-
rations with different spin magnitudes, comparing Figs. 4 and
7, we see a similar effect. Although for q = 2 configurations
the ρc for different spin values shows an overall increase, a
few of the signals with a χp difference of 0.1 are now easier to
distinguish than a χp difference of 0.3. The most pronounced
effect is for q = 4 configurations, where the spin difference of
0.4 is now easier to distinguish than the rotation of the spin.
Neither of the previous analyses reflects the scenario of
current GW measurements, where the signals correspond to
“full” waveforms, and they are analysed using models that
correspond approximately to the symmetrized waveforms of
the previous analysis. In an attempt to estimate the impact of
using symmetrized models in analysis, Fig. 8 shows Γ(ρ) for
the φSn = 0, pi/2 full waveform signals matched against the
symmerized inertial frame φSn = 0 templates for the q = 1,
q = 2 and q = 4 simulations. We observe that for φSn = pi/2,
it is generally easier for the symmetrized template to distin-
guish the signal as compared to the full waveform templates.
This effect is very strong for the q = 1 super-kick cases where
the distinguishability SNR reduces by almost 20 for all sig-
nals. We also see that removing the mode-asymmetric content
leads to large mis-matches between waveforms of the same
systems causing the symmetrized φSn = 0 template to be dis-
tinguishable from the full waveform φSn = 0 signal at mod-
erate (10 < ρc < 40) SNRs for all mass ratios. All these
results indicate that the absence of mode asymmetries in cur-
rent models will lead to measurement biases in these systems.
We expect that even for comparable-mass systems, if the to-
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Signal Template Signal Effects Template Effects Average Match ρc
q2a07p90 q2a07p0 Full Full 0.9983 60
q2a07p90 q2a07p0 Symmetrized Symmetrized 0.9991 83
q2a07p90 q2a07p0 Full Symmetrized 0.9954 36
q2a07p0 q2a07p0 Full Symmetrized 0.9969 44
q2a08p0 q2a07p0 Full Full 0.9983 60
q2a08p0 q2a07p0 Symmetrized Symmetrized 0.9986 65
q2a04p0 q2a07p0 Full Full 0.9952 36
q2a04p0 q2a07p0 Symmetrized Symmetrized 0.9969 44
q4a08p90 q4a08p0 Full Full 0.9811 18
q4a08p90 q4a08p0 Symmetrized Symmetrized 0.9935 30
q4a08p90 q4a08p0 Full Symmetrized 0.9737 15
q4a08p0 q4a08p0 Full Symmetrized 0.9785 16
q4a04p0 q4a08p0 Full Full 0.9936 30
q4a04p0 q4a08p0 Symmetrized Symmetrized 0.9942 32
q1a08p90 q1a08p0 Full Full 0.9981 57
q1a08p90 q1a08p0 Full Symmetrized 0.9882 22
q1a08p0 q1a08p0 Full Symmetrized 0.9934 30
Table II. The SNR averaged match, Eq. (29), over all the (θ, φ, ψ) val-
ues for the systems considered in this study. From left to right, the
columns state the signal waveform configuration, template waveform
configuration, signal effects (full waveform or symmetrized), team-
plate effects (full waveform or symmetrized), average match value
and corresponding SNR respectively, using Eq. (28). See text for
further discussion.
tal mass is high (> 100 M) and the in-plane spins are high,
systematic errors are likely to be significant.
In Tab. II, we list the SNR averaged match values over all
the signal (θ, φ, ψ) values to provide one single number for the
distinguishability of the signal. We can see that when both sig-
nal and templates are symmetrized, for all systems, the agree-
ment between the waveforms increases leading to larger dis-
tinguishability SNR. When symmetrized waveform templates
are matched with full waveform signals, we see an overall
decrease in the distinguishability SNR. Even when both the
signal and template systems are the same, with symmetrized
templates, ρc is comparable to that of φSn ± pi/2 results.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated when changes in the in-plane spin di-
rection of binary-black-hole systems, the effects of which are
not included in current Phenom and EOB models, will be dis-
tinguishable in GW measurements. To do that, we use a set
of NR simulations obtained from the BAM code (see Tab. I).
We quantify the distinguishability of systems with different
choices of in-plane spin direction φSn by calculating matches
between them. This approach allows us to calculate the SNR
at which the signals will be distinguishable. Our study is
restricted to a small number of configurations at mass ratios
q = 1, 2, 4, and large in-plane spin magnitudes of 0.7 and 0.8,
with two configurations with moderate in-plane spin of 0.4.
All of our calculations are performed on systems with total
mass 100 M.
Changes in φSn have several effects on the binary dynam-
ics and the waveform. One effect that we discuss in detail is
an asymmetry between the ±m waveform modes. Another is
small changes in the phasing of the binary, and in the merger
and ringdown signal. By removing asymmetry and/or preces-
sion effects from our waveforms, we show that all of these ef-
fects contribute to the waveform variations between different
choices of φSn. When mode-asymmetries are muted, the dis-
tinguishability SNR ρc for all the systems (different φSn and
different χp) show a marked increase across the (θ, φ) space
(see Fig. 7). Disregarding mode asymmetries increases ρc by
factors of ∼ 1.5 − 1.9 between systems of different φSn, indi-
cating that this is a significant feature of these waveforms.
Our main results are shown in Sec. V A, and show that for
large in-plane spins, variations in φSn will be distinguishable
at moderate SNRs. More importantly, these effects will in-
fluence measurements at SNRs comparable to those at which
in-plane spin magnitudes become measurable. For example,
in the q = 2 systems we considered, a change in spin magni-
tude of 0.3 will be distinguishable at a comparable SNR to a
change in spin direction of pi/2. This effect will be reduced for
smaller spins, but so will our ability to measure the spin mag-
nitude. Precession effects and in-plane spin magnitude, typ-
ically captured by the parameter χp, have not yet been iden-
tified in individual observations [1]. Our results suggest that
when they are, the absence of in-plane spin direction effects
in the modelling could lead to significant parameter biases.
We plan to study the impact on parameter estimation in future
work.
There are a number of questions that require further work.
We have limited ourselves to small number of configurations,
and to one choice of total mass. We have also neglected the
effect of ` > 2 modes, which also impact parameter estimation
for systems with mass ratios of q ≥ 2 [57]. The impact of
changes in φSn, and the importance of mode asymmetries, also
needs to be studied for systems with lower masses, where the
inspiral contributes more power to the waveform, with mode-
asymmetric effects being weaker but with a larger number of
precessional cycles. However, in order to fully understand the
importance of these physical effects, we require models that
include them, which can then be used in parameter-estimation
studies. This work has provided strong evidence that these
effects must be taken into account in order to make unbiassed
physical measurements from GW observations, and therefore
already provide a strong motivation for such modelling. This
has already been done for the surrogate models described in
Refs. [58, 59]. Since these models are valid only for high-
mass systems and a limited range of mass ratios, it would be
advantageous to be extended to other classes of model.
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